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Doing ethnographic fieldwork while being accompanied by one’s family members is often

discussed at coffee tables and in university hallways but seldom mentioned in publications

except perhaps briefly in the acknowledgements. Consequently, this edited volume is a very

welcome contribution. It elaborates on how being a parent influences the researcher’s

positionality in fieldwork. The authors discuss how multiple familiar relations and the

presence of their children, partners, or other family members has impacted their immersion

into the field and the construction of its boundaries.

The book is divided into three sections: Positionality, similarity and difference;

Producing ethnographic knowledge; and Constructing the field. The book has twelve

empirical chapters, an introduction and a concluding discussion. It also contains several

photographs from different field contexts. Most authors are female but there are also a few

male contributors. It is particularly refreshing to see that the authors come from various career

stages, including BA, MA and PhD students, postdoctoral researchers and professors, and

their research topics and the geographical locations of those are diverse. Some authors reflect

on their research experience during one fieldwork while others elaborate on different field

contexts at different stages of their careers and family situations.

The book is well written and carefully edited. It provides interesting anecdotes

and rich analytical insights into the joys and challenges of accompanied fieldwork –



conveying a clear message that one’s family members do not only accompany the researcher

in the field, but they are an important part of the research process.

Doing accompanied fieldwork almost always means that the researcher’s

professional and private lives become entangled although this entanglement varies depending

on one’s research topic and field context. In addition to discussing this theme from various

angles, the book illustrates the various time restraints that a researcher faces when

accompanied by her/his family members; this relates not only to when one is able to gather

data but also to the time one has for writing fieldnotes.

In some chapters, the authors describe in rich detail about how as researchers,

they have tried to be very flexible in adjusting to local norms and circumstances but being a

parent has shown them the limits of such adjustment. The book thus illustrates well how

parenting is a contested field and the obvious aim of any parent to hope the best for one’s

child, can cause severe emotional stress in fieldwork circumstances, and the researcher may

realize being tied to his/her own cultural understandings of good childhood and good

parenting.

A particularly brave aspect of this book is that some of the authors discuss

serious challenges and even failures that they encountered during their fieldwork. Michaela

Haug describes how being in the field with an infant actually closed doors on her instead of

opening them because with a baby she could not attend the events she wanted to study. Anne

Turin discusses how the plan of her mother and aunt babysitting her child while she was

conducting fieldwork failed as the mother and aunt were bored and lacking independent

agency without a means of transportation. Leberech Funk vividly describes the emotional

pain and stress he had during his fieldwork when his wife was unhappy and children were

teased and mocked.



Other topics included in the book are, for example, being pregnant during

fieldwork, conducting a joint artistic project with one’s spouse, doing sound recordings in the

field where one’s children end up making noises on those recordings and giving personhood

and social status to others (instead of merely being defined as a social persona oneself).

Finally, Felix Girke writes about her fieldwork together with her child and partner who was

conducting his own fieldwork in the same location. She explains how this couple opted for

two separate research projects because they believed it would serve their career goals the best.

The book is above all an empirical contribution that contains personal

reflections of various kinds of field situations. As such, it works as a practical guide but does

not provide theoretical insights. It does not contain strikingly new ideas but since discussions

on accompanied fieldwork are scatted, the book is a welcome contribution, especially because

it is so versatile. The book is written in English and presents itself as a sort of general

introduction to the challenges and joys of accompanied fieldwork, All the authors are,

however, German-based and consequently the book ends up being rather German-biased.

Would it not have been better either to write the book in German or to include authors from

elsewhere? For example, the detailed accounts of scholarships and allowances that some of

the authors had received are probably useful information for readers working in German

institutions but for others, they are rather irrelevant as academic funding systems vary greatly

in different countries.

The edited volume is an interesting reading for anyone interested in

ethnographic research methodology. It is particularly useful for anyone planning to conduct

accompanied fieldwork. Although it is impossible to provide simple answers to unique and

varying fieldwork situations, reading about others’ experiences helps one to be prepared to

make one’s own decisions and gives comforting support for potential emotional challenges



and stressful situations during one’s fieldwork. Since the book is particularly clearly written,

it can be recommended not only to researchers but also to students.
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